
ICA - Improving supermarket self-checkout journey

- Organized, planned, and executed user research and usability testing
- In stores fieldwork running interviews following different research methodologies
- Analyze user behaviour concerning digital solutions improvements
- Wireframing and prototyping different solutions as deliverables

UX Designer / UX Researcher

Sept -Oct   2019

VIEWBOUND - Building a brands visual identity

- Created and applied design strategies across branding and product design concerning brand positioning
and direction
- Led the Brand Book's structure to create storytelling cohesiveness through all channels
- Responsible for the brand's platform components, what they promise, and how they communicate
through different channels

Brand Strategist
Nov - Dec  2019

UNGAPPED - Consulting online presence

- Conducted the competitive analysis employing appropriate research methods to analyze markets
- Ran research methods and analysis to understand users needs
- Decreased the website cluttering by designing pages based on user research and testing 

UX Designer / UX Researcher

Jan - Feb   2020

BEAUTYQLICK - Enhancing user engagement through gamification

- Implemented a gamification business strategy for a cosmetic advisory platform prototype
- Rearranged the user journey on how to identify the user level, reach other levels and how to earn, save
and redeem points through memory recognition and visual design
- Build user workflow that showed how points can be earned depending on the user interactions

UX Designer / Strategist
Feb - Mar 2020

GIVEWATTS - Assessing an NGO´s website 

- Assessed the website information architecture finding opportunity for improvements
- Redesign the user workflow to a much shorter, clear and seamless one based on user research
- Achieved transparency in the product journey and installed guidelines on how to maintain consistent
branding and recommendations on adding an e-commerce store based on the market and user preferences

UX Designer / UX Researcher
April - Jun 2020

H&M Sprint - Promoting credibility through sustainable resources

- Accomplished good storytelling, making sure the brand's message was engaging through different
channels

UX Designer / Strategist
Nov 2019

sandy escobar

SKILLS

Information architecture
Usability studies
UX Research
Interaction design
UI design
Wireframing
Low fi - High fi Prototypes
Copywriting

AWARDS 

H&M Sprint for Sustainability 
Best “out of the box” idea 2020

LANGUAGES

Spanish
English
Swedish

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

-Hyper Island Stockholm 
Digital Media Creative
2019 - 21

-Cievyc Institute  Buenos Aires
Assistant Director
2014

-Duoc UC Valparaíso
Audiovisual Communication
2009 - 13

EXPERIENCE

Stockholm, Sweden

+46 729106108

sandyescobar.com 
U X  /  U I  D E S I G N E R   sandy.escobar.c@gmail.com

VOLUNTEERING 

TED Circles / Organizer  2019
IKEA / Design Sprint 2020
Swedish Institute / Design Sprint 2020

Figma
Sketch
Adobe XD
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Google Analytics
HTML, CSS

TOOLS

linkedin.com/in/sescobar20/

http://sandyescobar.com/

